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We report on the results of the LISA Pathfinder (LPF) free-fall mode experiment, in which the control
force needed to compensate the quasistatic differential force acting on two test masses is applied
intermittently as a series of “impulse” forces lasting a few seconds and separated by roughly 350 s periods
of true free fall. This represents an alternative to the normal LPF mode of operation in which this balancing
force is applied continuously, with the advantage that the acceleration noise during free fall is measured in
the absence of the actuation force, thus eliminating associated noise and force calibration errors. The
differential acceleration noise measurement presented here with the free-fall mode agrees with noise
measured with the continuous actuation scheme, representing an important and independent confirmation
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of the LPF result. An additional measurement with larger actuation forces also shows that the technique can
be used to eliminate actuation noise when this is a dominant factor.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.111101
Introduction.—LISA Pathfinder (LPF) [1] was a differ-
ential accelerometer designed to demonstrate the free fall of
geodesic reference test masses (TMs) at the level required
for space-borne gravitational wave observatories such as
LISA [2]. LPF achieved this by using a high precision
interferometer to measure the relative acceleration, Δg,
between two TMs placed in the same spacecraft (SC), along
the x axis joining their centers (see Fig. 1). LISA is a truly
open-loop differential acceleration measurement, with both
TMs unforced inside separate drag-free spacecrafts. In LPF,
closed-loop forces must be employed to keep the two TMs
inside a single spacecraft, and this applied force is part of
the measurement. Indeed, it is not possible for both TMs to
be in free fall along x at the same time, like would be
in LISA.
In the normal LPF operations conditions, the observable
Δg is measured by applying a calibrated compensation
force gc on TM2 (all forces are expressed here per unit
mass) and is extracted according to Δg ≃ Δẍ − gc, with Δẍ
being the numerical second time derivative of the relative
displacement Δx. The compensation is exerted by an
electrostatic control loop continuously acting on TM2 with
unity gain around 1 mHz. The reconstructed signal for Δg
is dominated by gc for frequencies roughly below the
1 mHz band of the controller, while Δẍ leads at higher
frequencies where the TM is essentially free. The resulting
time series for Δg depends on the actuator calibration [3].
In addition, the voltage noise of the actuator that applies gc
introduces an extra force noise that was expected to be
dominant at low frequencies [4].
To measure acceleration noise in a LISA-like configu-
ration without x axis applied forces, a dedicated noise
measurement using intermittent free fall has been designed
[5]. This alternative technique aims at estimating the
residual noise in Δg independent of the actuator calibration
and free of actuation noise, and to characterize, by
comparison, the contribution of actuation noise measured
in standard operations. This configuration was tested in the
LPF free-fall mode (or “drift” mode) experiment in which
the compensation force on TM2 is applied intermittently in
the form of high amplitude pulses with period of a few
seconds, in between which the TM is let to fly with no
compensation force along x.
The free-fall mode provides a measurement of the noise
inΔg that coincides with that measured in the standard LPF
configuration with continuous control and thus it confirms,
as an independent measurement, the LPF performance.
Indeed, actuation noise measured in flight conditions was a
not a dominant contributor around 1 mHz, thus removing
the x actuator produced a small effect on the acceleration
noise spectrum. Moreover, the presented result demon-
strates the functionality of an alternative control for space-
based gradiometers [6], where force gradients are measured
from the applied compensation force needed to hold the
TM steady.
LISA Pathfinder instrument.—Two gold-platinum cubic
test-masses separated by ∼38 cm form the core instrument
of LPF [7]. Both are in free fall inside a single SC with no
mechanical contact and each of them is contained within an
electrode housing [8], which serves as a 6 degree-of-
freedom capacitive sensor and electrostatic force and torque
actuator. TM2 is forced by an electrostatic suspension
control loop to stay at a fixed distance from TM1, along x
and thus centered in its own electrode housing. A second
controller, called drag free, feeds the thrusters to keep the
SC to follow TM1.
Given the quadratic dependence of force on voltage, the
force fluctuation associated with an actuation voltage
amplitude fluctuation depends on the force levels applied
by each electrode. The same four electrodes actuate in x
and ϕ (see Fig. 1), with an actuation scheme that keeps the
stiffness constant [4] according to the maximum net forces
and torques allowed, called “authorities.” The resulting x-
force noise from actuation amplitude fluctuations depends
both on the net applied x=ϕ force and on the x=ϕ authorities
(the actuation scheme and noise model are presented in an
upcoming publication).
Based on a preflight analysis that considered
Δgdc ¼ 650 pm=s2—based on conservative gravitational
balance precision estimates [9] and measured actuation
amplitudes between 3 and 8 ppm=Hz1=2—actuation ampli-
tude fluctuations were considered as the leading low
frequency acceleration noise source for LPF at roughly
FIG. 1. LPF capacitive actuation along x and housing coor-
dinate systems. g1 and g2 indicate the stray acceleration expe-
rienced by TM1 and TM2, respectively.
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7 fm=s2=Hz1=2 at 1 mHz [4] (this analysis considered
Δgdc ≈ 650 nm=s2 and ϕ dc angular accelerations of
2 nrad=s2, with 10% larger actuation authorities to accom-
modate transient dynamics). Over the mission, different
levels of force and torque authority were implemented,
beginning with the nominal configuration programmed
before flight to accommodate potentially large gravitational
imbalances, with x-force authority of 1100 pm=s2 (see
Table I). The in-flight observed dc force imbalance was
much smaller, always below 20 pm=s2 along x [3] with
angular accelerations of −1.1 and 0.2 nrad=s2 for TM1 and
TM2. This allowed reducing the authorities from nominal
to the URLA configuration levels, with 26 pm=s2 x-force
authority (see Table I). In this configuration, used for the
measurements that established the published LPF differ-
ential acceleration noise floor [3,10], the actuation noise, as
estimated from a dedicated in-flight measurement cam-
paign employing various force levels, is less than 20% of
the total acceleration noise power measured over the 0.1 to
1 mHz band [11] (see the dashed line in Fig. 4).
Removing the x-axis actuation with the free-fall mode
thus, in these flight conditions, is expected to have only a
small impact on the measured acceleration noise (we note
that during the free-fall mode the ϕ actuation torque is still
applied continuously). Nevertheless, the free-fall mode
experiment still represents an independent measurement
of the differential acceleration without any actuator,
immune to possible actuation nonlinearities or calibration
inaccuracies.
Experiment description and calibration.—The free-fall
mode implemented on LPF is a special actuation scheme
where the electrostatic control on TM2 is switched on the
sensitive x axis only for a very short duration (≤ 5 s). In
particular, an impulse controller tracks the TM2 displace-
ment, x2, during the flight and estimates the impulse
necessary to push it back on the other side against
the static field it experiences on board the SC. Then, the
impulse-flight cycle is repeated (see Fig. 2) [5,13]. The
flight interval, Tflight, is set by the maximum displacement
allowed along x2 (≈10 μm), based on the preflight estimate
of the gravitational imbalance. The experiments presented
here are implemented with a fixed experimental time,
Texp ¼ Tflight þ T imp, of 350.2 s, while impulse durations
(T imp) of 1 s and 5 s were used in the two measurements.
Figure 2 depicts the start of the first experiment with free-
fall mode performed with T imp ¼ 1 s and following a noise
run executed in continuous control mode. As visible in the
middle panel, the free fall mode is characterized by a wide
dynamic range in displacement (tens of nm), in contrast
with the continuous mode (tens of pm [13]).
The main observable of LPF, Δg, is calculated with free-
fall data as follows:
ΔgðtÞ≡ ΔẍðtÞ þ ω22ΔxðtÞ − grotðtÞ; ð1Þ
where ω22 is the electrostatic force gradient (“stiffness”),
coupling TM2 to the SC and grotðtÞ is the contribution of
the inertial forces acting on the TMs which are described
and calculated in Ref. [12]. Differently from the definition
of Δg in Ref. [10], the control force on TM2 is excluded
in Eq. (1), being zero by definition in free-fall mode.
TABLE I. Free-fall mode measurement data set. The table includes the authority levels, duration (Δt, in hours),
initial flight amplitude (Δx0), and TM2 stiffness (ω22). In both cases ω22 is in agreement (1σ) with the values resulting
from the system dynamics calibration presented in Ref. [12]. The force authority values in bracket refer to the
continuous control.
Authority scheme gmaxx2 g
max
ϕ1
gmaxϕ2 Start date Δt Δx0 ω
2
2
½pm=s2 ½nrad=s2 ½nrad=s2 (2016) [h] [nm] ½1=s2 × 10−7
Nominal 0 (1100) 15 15 09=06 18 ∼40 −7.12 0.03
URLA 0 (26) 2.2 1.4 18=12 132 ∼30 −4.53 0.09
FIG. 2. Time series of TM2 force (top), relative displacement,
Δx (middle), and Δg (bottom) measured in June 2016. The thin
lines refer to a noise measurement with continuous control on
TM2 in URLA authority, while the thick lines indicate a free-
fall mode measurement in nominal authority. The discontinuity
in the top panel stems from the use of different telemetry
packets. The transient phase between the two runs is discarded
in the bottom panel.
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In addition, the differential stiffness coupling the SC
motion to Δg is neglected in our analysis, as it is too
small to impact the result.
To retrieve the stiffness on TM2, ω22, we fit Δẍ to −ω22Δx
flight by flight, as described in Ref. [13]. The resulting
parameter values are averaged over the flights to get a
single estimate. Then, the inertial contribution is subtracted
from the residuals of the fit [see Eq. (1)] according to the
procedure explained in Ref. [12].
Measurement data set.—The free-fall mode experiment
was performed seven times between June and December
2016, with stable and reliable control operation in various
actuation configurations. This Letter presents the one-day
measurement executed in June with ϕ authority based on
preflight analyses (nominal authority) and the last run, with
one week duration, performed in December with lower
authority levels on ϕ (URLA authority). The intermediate
measurements were used for planning the last long run,
which was implemented to limit the flight amplitude within
tens of nm. Indeed, the large dynamic range achieved in
free-fall mode, compared to the continuous control mode,
impacts the interferometer readout. In addition, it increases
timing error issues, as observed also in the dedicated on-
ground testing campaign performed with a torsion pendu-
lum facility [14]. In this context, to reduce the gravitational
imbalance between the TMs measured in December, TM1
was actuated along x with a constant out of loop force with
amplitude of 11.2 pN, which was then subtracted from Δg.
It has been verified that this force does not introduce
significant noise or calibration errors.
Table I reports details and calibration results of the two
free-fall mode measurements presented here.
Data analysis.—The analysis of the free-fall mode
experiment is challenging due to the presence of impulses.
Estimating the noise in Δg without actuation implies
limiting the analysis to the free-fall periods alone, effec-
tively “gapping” data to be insensitive to the noise from the
high-force impulses. The effect of gaps on the spectrum
must be characterized, especially at low frequency, where
the noise is expected to be lower than in presence of
control [11].
In general, gaps can corrupt the spectral estimation, in
the form of spectral leakage from both high and low
frequencies, thus introducing a systematic bias in the
underlying spectrum. Gaps can be masked with smooth
spectral windows or filled with synthetic noise. In this
Letter, we present the results obtained by applying the
“Blackman-Harris gap zero” (BHGZ) technique (see
Ref. [14] for a full review, except for the bias removal).
The method, implemented using the dedicated data analysis
toolbox, LTPDA [15], consists in filling the gaps with zero
numerically by means of a rectangular-wave window, after
having low-pass filtered and decimated the Δg time series.
The name of the approach refers to the shape of the filter
chosen, that is a minimum 4-term Blackman-Harris (BH)
window. The filter is applied to reduce the aliasing caused
by the rectangular-wave window and it is a finite impulse
response (FIR) filter to avoid mixing in the gaps. Indeed,
compared to smoother windows, the rectangular-wave
window produces a relevant spectral leakage of the noise,
from high frequency into the low frequency band of the
spectrum. Finally, the downsampling is imposed by the
numerical limitation of the procedure applied to remove,
from the spectrum, the remaining bias due to gaps. This
procedure will be described below, while implementation
details of the BHGZ technique are found in Refs. [13,16].
The PSD of filtered, decimated, and gapped data is
estimated with the same technique as for the continuous
data described in Ref. [3], with errors estimation based on
χ2 statistics [10]. Then, it is normalized for the transfer
function of the BH filter and finally corrected for the bias
induced by gaps.
The spectral bias in free-fall data appears in the form of
peaks at harmonics of thegap frequency (≡1=Texp∼2.8mHz,
see Fig. 3), observed after the multiplication of data by the
rectangular-wave window. In addition, the amplitude of the
gapped spectrum is reduced compared to that of continuous
data, due to removal of data points, as reported e.g., in
Ref. [20] and discussed also in the Supplemental Material
[16], and this reduction scales with the gap size. In particular,
in case of white noise, the normalization factor needed to
compensate for the missing points set to zero, is equal to the
inverse of the rectangular-wave duty cycle, as demonstrated
in Ref. [14].
To remove the bias we follow “a pseudo-inverse”
approach, described in detail in the Supplemental
Material [16], based on looking for the theoretical shape
of the spectrum that, through the action of the rectangular-
wave window, reproduces the experimental spectrum. In
practice, we fit the gapped spectrum to a smooth continuous
model, we assume underneath data, which is convolved
FIG. 3. Fit results to free-fall data, measured in December 2016,
to remove the bias from the spectrum (see the text for details).
The peaks are excluded from the analysis and hence not fitted.
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with the rectangular-wave window. In our case, the low-
frequency noise only is modeled and the fit is performed at
samples away from the peaks which we do not model.
Indeed, we are mainly interested in removing the bias at
low frequencies in order to estimate the noise in absence of
the compensation force on TM2. The noise model, reported
in Eq. (7) in the Supplemental Material [16], is based on the
measured noise with continuous actuation [10] and it is
precise enough as we achieve a good quality of fit [see, as
an example, Fig. 2(b) in the Supplemental Material [16]].
The fit parameters are then used to trace the “native”
spectrum of free-fall mode data without gaps, as explained
in the Supplemental Material [16]. Figure 3 shows the
result, in terms of Δg ASD (amplitude spectral density), of
this procedure on data of the free-fall mode experiment
carried out in December. The result obtained from the best
fit to the ASD of data (solid line) is indicated by the dashed
line, while the dash-dotted line is the model for the
underlying continuous differential acceleration noise spec-
trum, resulting from our analysis, which converts into the
dashed line when gaps are inserted. Thus, the bias is
removed from the experimental gapped spectrum (solid
line), by multiplying it by the ratio between the dash-dotted
and the dashed lines. The effective experimental curve,
with points appropriately scaled by the ratio of the dash-
dotted and dashed lines, is shown by the dot data points in
Fig. 4. Details of the analysis of December data can be
found in the Supplemental Material [16].
Applying the technique on continuous control Δg data,
with artificially inserted gaps, accurately recovers the
spectrum obtained when analyzing the full continuous data
set. The results of the method calibration are reported in the
Supplemental Material [16].
Results.—URLA authority: Figure 4 shows the Δg ASD
of the free-fall mode experiment performed with URLA ϕ
authority (asterisk data points), compared with that mea-
sured with continuous control mode in the same authority
and just after the free-fall mode experiment (dot data
points). Figure 4 includes the actuation noise predictions
in URLA authority for both the measurements [11,13],
showing that actuation noise does not dominate the low
frequency spectrum in URLA continuous control mode and
that it is expected to lessen, in free-fall mode, by roughly
20% at 0.1 mHz in ASD. The shadowed area behind the
data points coincides with that of the dash-dotted line of
Fig. 3. As visible, at frequencies below 1 mHz the Δg
estimate in URLA free-fall mode agrees, within 1σ, with
that measured in continuous control. Thus, removing the x
control does not significantly reduce noise along the
sensitive axis, since actuation noise in continuous mode
is already dominated by the ϕ control, which does not
change in free-fall mode.
While the noise reduction is not resolvable, the free-fall
mode result represents an important confirmation of the
LPF differential acceleration benchmark without applied
forces. It also confirms that the low frequency noise excess,
visible around 0.1 mHz and currently under investigation
[10], is not caused by inaccuracies in the x-force sub-
traction, as the free-fall mode completely removes such
contribution: we can state that noise from possible errors in
the x-actuator calibration is below our detection threshold.
To conclude, the free-fall mode experiment in the low ϕ
authority confirms, as an independent measurement, the
LPF performance achieved in continuous control mode.
FIG. 4. Acceleration noise estimate with free-fall mode in
URLA ϕ authority compared with that in continuous actuation
mode in URLA and the LISA requirements [2]. The free-fall
ASD (dots) results from 20 periodograms, while the continuous
noise run (asterisks) is ∼18 days long (78 periodograms), both
calculated at 1σ confidence interval and according to the method
presented in [10]. Shadowed area: estimate of the “native” free-
fall spectrum. Dashed lines: actuation noise predictions.
FIG. 5. Comparison of Δg ASD between the free-fall mode
experiment executed in June 2016 in nominal ϕ authority (thick
solid line, 2 periodograms) and the continuous control mode run
carried out in May 2016 in the same authority (thin solid line, 3
periodograms). The dashed lines are the noise predictions as
explained in the text.
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Nominal authority: The results of the one-day experi-
ment executed with free-fall mode in nominal ϕ authority,
is depicted in Fig. 5 (thick solid line). The thin solid line
indicates a Δg estimate measured in the period of the free-
fall run with nominal continuous control. The picture
includes the expected low-frequency noise at that period
of time for both the measurements (dashed lines) [11]. As
visible, in this case turning off the nominal authority
(∼1100 pm=s2) x actuator, reduces noise at low frequency
effectively, matching the predictions of suppression of
actuation noise along the sensitive axis, which in turn
dominates the spectrum when active. The free-fall mode
thus can be considered an alternative technique to eliminate
actuation noise when this is a limiting factor.
To conclude, though the noise due to the x control does
not dominate the low-frequency band in the low authority
scheme, as confirmed by the free-fall mode results,
actuation noise enters in the LISA noise budget through
the ϕ control. In this context, the free-fall mode experiment
has provided an acceleration noise measurement in an
actuation configuration similar to that of LISA.
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